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Long time back, you know they used to call it Bonanza.

S. That's what they used to call it.

I. And then later on they changed it to -------

S. Oh, is that right?

I. It should be --------
named it~Ungalik.

You know those big mining outfit they

S. See there is a bridge up there and there is a fellow, mining engineer

from Fairbanks thats lived there for a long time I guess.

I. I wrote his name down. Hablis(?)

S. And that was a regular, the "Bonanza Roadhouse then' was·the regular road

house? His wife you think may still be alive.

I.$,he ~J3".,still.,..alive. down. in Anchorage areaveome place.•. Her name is·-Eva.

She's got her last name now.

S. And the race still comes right, does it come through here or do they

still cross the point on the race? They run the coastline, they don't go

across?

I. They'll come across if the ice is smooth enough; if it is rough they will

go on the beach.

S. checkers or something.

I. Yup, mostly check before. I think I was checking last winter.

S. Do you know, we have a report that there was roadhouse also

you know or is that too far south. Do you know about that?
at Egavik"' ... do, _~
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I. I don't know about the roadhouse but there was family, two families

there.
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s. Oh, is that right?

I. Yes, and used to be Romans.

S. Lomans?

I. Lomans there, yes before.

S. Did they have a store there?

I. They had a store, corral.

S. Oh, is that right?

I. I think some of the buildings are there.

S. And the families that lived there worked for Lomans, huh?

I. I really don't know what, maybe they try to make living for themselves.

S.
¥-o'1\)~

Do you suppose the people that own the Rig Sam Roadhouse right behind you

would mind if we took pictures of it, or would anybody care?

I. Go ahead. No, I don't think, it won't hurt to take picture.

S. Is there anybody w~ should ask?

I. You could ask store manager down at ----

S. What is his name?

I. Clarence Douglas.

down already.

Couple of next rooms they are
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